
 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 
  
Hilliary Communications Expanding Workforce to Provide Service for New Acquisitions and 

Fiber to the Home Project 
 
  
Lawton, OK – January 7th, 2019 – Hilliary Communications has new career openings across a 
variety of departments related to expanded infrastructure and services. After closing deals to in 
Electra, Tatum and Zapata (all in Texas) over the past three months, as well as a previously 
announced FTTH (Fiber to the Home), across Oklahoma, there are new positions available to 
maintain and expand our service levels for new and existing customers. 
The FTTH project, which includes Chickasha, Anadarko, Verden and Ninnekah, is taking shape and 
the infrastructure should be completed by Fall of 2019. 
 
Hilliary Communications purchased three telephone companies in Texas in 2018, completing the 
sales of two of those companies (Electra and Tatum) in December. Plant upgrades in those markets 
are already in the engineering and design stages for roll-out in Spring 2019. 
 
These acquisitions and expanded services have created a need for increased staffing at Hilliary 
Communications. There are currently positions open in the accounting, sales and construction 
departments. 
 
Working at Hilliary Communications offers a variety of exciting challenges and rewarding benefits. 
With competitive pay, health, dental and vision benefits, 401K, paid time off and the opportunity to 
grow and learn from the best in the field, working for Hilliary is a great way to gain experience and 
help a company with real local vision. 
 
People interested in joining the Hilliary Communications team should visit www.hillcom.net/careers 
and send a resume to openings@hillcom.net. 
 
Hilliary Communications: Hilliary Communications operates two ILEC properties in Oklahoma and a 
rapidly growing CLEC in Oklahoma. Hilliary proudly serves over 7,000 subscribers in Oklahoma and 
North Texas, operating in excess of 900 route miles of fiber providing transport services. At present, 
Hilliary Communications is deploying a new FTTH system to 8,000 new homes in Central Oklahoma. 
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